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Summer of Style...
PrincessFord atelier
Created by the
mother of ﬁve,
Roseline
Jobome,
Princessford
Atelier is fast
becoming
known as the
go to haute
couture line
for little girls.
It is a truly
female centric
brand, creating
memorable pieces for girls that would help them
exude conﬁdence, individuality and style.
Discover the collection at princessford.com and
follow @princessford_ on IG.

nature Hommage

aro maliBu
ARO Malibu’s
swimwear line is a
new and exciting
brand to hit the
market. With
designs for all
body types and
colours that pop,
ARO is making a
name for itself.
ARO is deemed a
“new fave” by girls
everywhere. Visit
aromalibu.com
and follow on
IG @aromalibu

skylence
Founder and director,
Skylence Tian Mo
Zheng, describes her
pieces as ‘Cultured
Attire’ – blending
intricate embroidery,
print patterns and bold
colours found in
traditional Chinese art
and culture with the
reﬁned Western
silhouette. Designed for
the professional woman
who appreciates
beautiful craftsmanship,
SKYLENCE pieces empower and ﬂatter. Proudly
made in Shanghai. Visit skylence.com and
follow @skylenceofﬁcial on IG.

kantero Bags
Based in Tel-Aviv,
Kantero Bags believe
that style and
comfort can go hand
in hand. Their vegan,
urban, minimalistic
designs use quality
fabrics and textures,
proving that style
doesn’t have to
sacriﬁce practicality
and making them
perfect for
day-to-day use. Visit
talkantero.com and
follow
@kantero_bags
on IG.

deVotion designs
Devotion
Designs is
a Canadian
apparel brand
that provides
women of all
shapes and
sizes the
opportunity to
experience
wearing
hand-crafted
formal wear. Devoted to the art of craftsmanship
and exceptional attention to detail, their pieces
inspire the wearer to be conﬁdent. Visit
devotiondesigns.com Follow on IG
@devotion.designs Photography: Mike Wu
MUA: Chancey Valdez.

a .cloud

Recycled and ethically made from plastics
recovered from oceans and landﬁlls, Nature
Hommage’s sustainable activewear not only
offers a range of beautiful neutral colours,
inspired by the earth, but is closing the circle of
what sustainable brands should offer.
Visit naturehommage.com and follow
@naturehommage on IG.
asuyama
ASUYAMA is a
Scandinavian
sustainable swimwear
brand designed by
stylist/designer Tiina
Asujamaa, who
started the brand
when residing in LA.
These cool yet
minimal styles are
designed for timeless
use for all the trendy
sun seekers. A
percentage of the
production is donated
to a foundation to
help to clean our oceans. Visit asuyama.com
and follow on IG @asuyamaswim

andrea kader
Andrea Kader is a
Costa Rican based
sustainable fashion
brand. They believe
that the future of
fashion is circular.
They work only with
upcycled materials
but focus mainly on
denim. They
experiment and push
boundaries to create
unique products that
are beautiful, versatile,
and timeless. Visit
andreakader.com and
follow on IG
@andreakader

A.Cloud designs timelessly
stylish yet functional
luxury handbags for
independent women. The
brand is deeply inﬂuenced
by retro aesthetics and a
fascination with
simple geometric
structures, ﬁnding the
perfect balance
between classic vintage
and contemporary modern.
Visit acloud-ofﬁcial.com
and follow
@a.cloud_ofﬁcial on IG.

dangerField
Dangerﬁeld is a high
quality, Canadian
menswear brand
that aims to provide
luxurious and
essential pieces.
Their choice of
opulent materials
and classic
silhouettes provides
an effortlessly
stylish option for
today’s consumer.
Visit dangerﬁeld.ca
and follow
@dangerﬁeld on IG.

